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Abstract--Several models of queueing control with switchover are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Control models with switchable server apply to the situation where there are several types of 
customers to be serviced by a flexible service facility. Practical applications of such models vary 
from time-sharing computer systems through traffic control systems to Flexible Manufacturing 
Systems. 
A common feature of queueing dynamic decision models with heterogeneous input streams and 
flexible server is the presence of state-dependent switchover penalties in the cost structure. The 
particular nature of switchover penalties depends on the model considered (they might assume 
the form of switchover costs and/or times, set-up costs (times), learning times, orientation times, 
etc.). 
As far as queueing control models are concerned, the most abundant literature on the structure 
of the optimal policies is for the class of models called the admission models (see, for instance, 
[1-3]). The typical queueing system analyzed consists of L waiting lines served by the L dedicated 
servers. Customers arrive in Poisson streams and, upon each customer's arrival, a decision must 
be taken as to which of the waiting lines this customer should be sent in order to minimize some 
performance index, which depends on the customer waiting times. For the case of two waiting 
lines, the existence of an optimal stationary policy of the threshold type has been established 
[1,4]. However, the interested reader is advised to look at the paper of van Nunen and Puterman 
[5] and the subsequent note of Puterman and Thomas [6] to see that the problem of establishing 
the structural properties of the optimal policies can be quite delicate, even for the admission 
models. 
The main point, where queueing models with switchover differ from the admission models 
(which are usually easily convertible into birth-and-death models), is that, in the admission 
models, the servers are usually dedicated while, in models with switchover, some "universal" 
server deals with the different types of customers one at a time. Since the decisions, in the 
later case are to switch (and to which queue) or not to switch, this is why one cannot shift the 
decision points to the transition epochs without :paying attention to the possible interruptions of 
server activity. Moreover, the switchover penalties complicate the investigation of the structure 
of optimal policies. It seems (see, for instance, [7]) that the best one can expect is to find some 
monotone hysteretic optimal policy. However, from other investigations [8,9], it follows that the 
optimal policies for many practical problems do not possess even this property. The problem 
is that the switchover penalties obscure the question of the limiting properties of the cost-to-go 
functions V(s), s E S, where S is the state space. Finite input buffers, present in many practical 
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problems, can also distort the structure of the optimal policy for the boundary (or close to the 
boundary) states. 
To see the difference caused by the presence of switchover costs in the performance index, 
let us look at yet another group of queueing control models, optimal choice of the arrival and 
service rates. A simple two-action control model of M/M/1 queue offers a good example how 
the structure of optimal policy can be the switchover costs. The two actions considered are 
ul = A1//~t and us = A2/#2 where ~i,Pi, i = 1,2 are the chosen admission rate and service 
rate respectively (with A1 > A2 and/t l  </J2). With some technical conditions imposed on the 
cost structure, the optimal stationary policies for the system with switchover costs and without 
switchover costs are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
act lon  
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Figure 1. Threshold policy for the system without switchover costs. 
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Figure 2. Monotone policy with hysteresis loop. 
One can see that, for the system without switchover costs, there exists a simple threshold 
policy (use action ul if the queue length does not exceed the threshold value K otherwise use 
action u2). For the system with switchover costs, the optimal stationary policy has a hysteresis 
loop, and is determined by two threshold values, k and K. The retardation i changing action 
from us to ul, when the queue lenght falls below K, is caused by the presence of switchover 
costs in the performance index. This results can be generalized for the case when there are more 
than two elements in the set of admissible actions/~, in state s E $. Lu and Serfozo [7] showed 
that there exists a monotone hysteretic optimal policy for the M/M/1 with finite set of arrival 
and service rates. The proof of existence of such a policy calls for several involved technical 
conditions, among them the submodularity of the switching and usage costs. 
All the above papers deal only with one server or with L, L > 1 dedicated servers. To our 
knowledge, only Robinson [10] has considered a similar problem to ours. However, his approach 
is based on a parametric priority model and the direct analysis of the Bellman equations. He 
established that, for the Markovian system with two queues (Queue 1 with arrival, holding costs 
and service rates A1, cl,pt and Queue 2 with A2,c2,#~ respectively, where the queue labelling 
is in the decreasing order of pic i ,  i = 1,2) the following policy is time average optimal: when 
serving Queue 1, the server continues serving that queue until it is empty; when serving Queue 2, 
Queue 1 obtains preemptive-resume priority if its lenght is at least M (a critical value depending 
on Ai ,c i ,p i ,  i = 1,2), otherwise Queue 1 has postponable priority. In Robinson's model, the 
server can switch from one queue to the other at no costs and the cost structure includes holding 
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costs rates and constant interruption costs. His approach seems to be impractical for the case of 
more than two queues. 
Seidmann and Schweitzer [11] present a dynamic programming solution under long-run average 
cost criterion to the problem of controlling a Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC) feeding L 
independent production lines. The system which they consider is a somewhat inverted version of 
our model. Instead of L incoming queues, they consider L outcoming queues and the performance 
index is to minimize the shortage penalty. The shortage penalty is incurred when any of the 
output buffers is empty. The switchover costs or times are not present in their formulation. 
Seidmann [9] is an extension to [11] in which the author implicitly accounts for the switchover 
times by using a processing time distribution with sequence dependent mean. However, it would 
be of some interest o deal expicitly with switchover times and/or costs and to investigate the 
effect of swichtover on the structure of computational algorithms and the form of optimal policies. 
In this paper we shall review possible approaches to building queueing control models with 
switchover via stochastic dynamic programming formulations. 
2. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO QUEUES WITH SWITCHOVER 
The complexity of queueing control models with a given stochastic structure (i.e., assumptions 
about the arrival and service processes) depends trongly on the choice of the decision points (i.e., 
the time epochs on which the decision maker is allowed to make decisions). If the control actions 
can be taken continuously, then the modelling framework of natural process with controls and/or 
interventions or impulsive control models is applicable (see, for instance, [12-14]). Although the 
approach is appealing, only very simple M/M/1 control models have been solved within this 
framework. 
On the other hand, under any stationary policy It, the controlled number-in-the-system process 
{Yt ~, t _~ 0} is piecewise deterministic between the transitions. In terms of the natural process 
with controls and/or interventions it means that the drift function f(s,  t) is constant between the 
transitions. Using this observation, and the fact that the stochastics of the process {Y~r,t ~ 0} 
observed at the decision epochs n = 1, 2,.. .  depends only on the number-in-the-system vector 
i = ( i l , . . . ,  i t , . . . ,  iL) and the currently chosen action a, but does not depend on the server's 
previous et-up, we propose two possible ways of formulating dynamic programming models for 
the systems with switchover. In the first approach, one can formulate a semi-Markov model with 
the decision points being the server activity completion epochs (or the arrival moments when 
the system is empty). The other approach is to enlarge the state vector so that the controlled 
queueing system can be adequately described by a Markov model (possibly with state-dependent 
transition rates) and shift the decision points to the transition epochs (these are usually generated 
by the arrivals, departures and the epochs of the completion of switching activity). Although 
with this later approach, the Bellman equations are of much simpler form than in the case of the 
"true" semi-Markovian model, for the models with switchover one has to account for possible 
server activity interruptions and change the cost structure of the model. The modelling of a 
queueing process as a controlled, multidimensional r ndom walk also offers the opportunity to 
investigate the effect of preemption on the optimal policies. It is our intention to compare both 
approaches. 
In the following, we shall analyze two major classes of models, A and B, corresponding to the 
two above mentioned general approaches. Specific models in class A will be formulated in such a 
way, so that the underlying controlled stochastic process {Yt ~, t > 0} under any stationary policy 
r, is a Markov process. Class B will consist of the "true" semi-Markovian models. According to 
our definition, the "stage" and the "transition" are synonyms for the class A models. For class 
B models, the particular meaning of the stage will be defined for each specific model. 
One of the standard results of Markov renewal programming [15] is that, for the infinite time 
horizon discounted models with finite state and action spaces, the optimal policies are the same 
whether one formulates the optimality equations in discrete or in continuous time. However, as 
will be seen later, when one compares the minimal state dimension class A model with its class B 
counterpart, one can recognize that the optimal policies need not be the same. This is so because, 
for decision points other than the server activity completion epochs, the inherent feature of the 
models with switchover is the presence of preemptions. Server activity preemptions change the 
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cost structure of any continuous time, minimal state dimension model, and make it difficult to 
compare the policies obtained from discrete time and continuous time dynamic programming 
recursion. 
One way to deal with this situation is to enlarge the state space in order to deal with the 
effect preemptions on the optimal policies explicitly. This is the approach we shall use while 
formulating class A models. 
The general control problem for the system with switchover is to find the best trade-off between 
the switching and holding costs. Any policy, with an infinite number of switches in finite time is 
obviously bad and can be eliminated. “Good” switches should offer the chance of lower holding 
costs. With some technical conditions on the switching costs (the triangle inequality), the decision 
sequence consisting of switch loops without accompanying changes in the number-in-the-system 
vector can also be safely eliminated from the set of admissible decision rules. Figure 3 illustrates 
the loop of pure switches for the case of two queues. We shall try to formulate the Bellman 
equations in such a way that loops of switches are eliminated. 
Figure 3. A bad sequence of switches for the system consisting of two queuzs. 
An example of a sequence of admissible switches for the system of two queues is depicted 
Figure 4: 
4 
I 
a 
in 
Figure 4. An illustration of admissible sequence of switches. 
The particular sample path depicted in Figure 4 starts in state (1,2,1) (i.e., there is one customer 
waiting in Queue 1, two customers waiting in Queue 2 and the server is set-up to serve Queue 1 at 
the beginning of stage). From state (1,2,1) the switch transferred the state vector to point (1,2,2). 
For this sample path the next state visited was state (1,1,2) and the next switch transferred the 
state vector to state (l,l,l). In this notation (i, j, k) i and j denote the number of customers 
in queue 1 and 2 and k = 1,2 denotes the set-up of the server (k is suppressed in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4). 
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We shall end these introductory considerations by remarking on notation. Throughout the 
paper, lower-case bold letters are used to denote vectors, upper-case bold letters denote matrices 
and upper-case outlined letters are used to denote sets. 
3. MODEL FORMULATION 
3.1 The Basic Model 
A simple manufacturing system, consisting of one flexible manufacturing cell serving L input 
lines, is considered. All input streams are assumed Poisson with rates Az, i = 1, L. The processing 
times are exponential with pl,l = 1, L denoting the rate with which the manufacturing cell is 
processing the parts waiting in line 1. The server can control the L-dimensional number-in-the- 
system process {Y~, t >_ 0} by switching from serving one type of customer to the other. When 
an arriving customer of type I finds the server busy he waits for the service in the 1-th finite local 
buffer of size Ba, l - 1,...  , L. The cost structure includes the holding costs rates q , the matrix 
[~.. ' I J=I ,L o.. o,3Ji=l,L, o,, = O, 8it  ~_ 8ij "~" 8jk of switchover cost functions and, in some formulations of the 
problem, the service preemption costs rt, l = 1, L. Figure 5 presents a schematic picture of the 
basic model. 
('Jueue I % 
0 ....... 000  / 
Queue I ' J 
0 ....... 000---  : - - - - . - - '  
4 
Queue L : / 
0 ...... 000--"  x% / 
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Figure 5. The  hypothet ica l  mul t i - input  queueing sys tem with switchable server. 
Let tn and sn, n > 0; to = 0; denote the time epoch of the occurence of the n-th stage and the 
state at the beginning of the n-th stage. Denote, by Z(t) ,  the total cost incurred in time [0,t), 
and Zn(t) ,  n >_ 0, the total cost incurred until the n-th stage and let 7h, lr2 be any admissible 
stationary policies (decision rules) for the Total Discounted Cost (TDC) and the Average Cost 
per Time Unit (ACTU) problems, respectively. Let S denote the state space and Pl, be the set of 
admissible actions in state s E S. The performance index for the TDC problem will be, as usual: 
(} } V,,a(s) = Er ,  e-atdZ(t) lso = s 
0 
(I) 
-total expected/~ -discounted return over infinite time horizon, using stationary policy lh, starting 
in state s. 
Let: 
V#(s) = inf,, V,,~(s), (2) 
be the optimal/?-discounted r turn function. 
Similarly, for the ACTU problem the performance index we shall use is: 
Z(OIs0 = s } O,2(s) = lim sup E,  2 
t 
@~2(s) is long-run average xpected return using stationary policy r2, starting in state s. 
(3) 
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Under certain conditions (3) is equivalent o: 
E,2(Z(tu)lso = s) (I)'..(S)=n_•oolimsup{ ~- -s ;  }" 
The optimal return for the ACTU problem is: 
¢(s)  = inf,r2~,r2(s). 
(4) 
(5) 
The condition which ensures that (3) and (4) are equivalent consists in the finiteness of the 
regeneration cycle under stationary policy 7r2. To meet this condition we shall confine ourselves to 
the class of work-conserving stationary policies while considering ACTU versions of the proposed 
models. Additionally, we shall put the usual regularity conditions on models parameters to 
ascertain ergodicity of the controlled process. 
The notation {X,~, n >_ 0} will be used for the Markov chain embedded at the decision epochs 
and describing the successive states visited by the continuous-time process {y~r, t >_ 0} when the 
stationary policy ~r is used. The standard elements of the stochastic dynamic formulation are 
also matrices P(~'), F0r, t ) or Q0r,t)  describing the jump probabilities, the distributions of the 
time until the next stage and the Markov (semi-Markov) kernel of the process {Y~, t >_ 0} under 
policy ~'. Let: 
P (s ,a ,s ' )  -- Prob(X,+l  = s' lX,  - s,a), 
F(s, a, s', u) - Prob(t(s, a, s') < ulXn -- s, Xn+l = s', a), (6) 
Q(s, a, s', u) = Prob(Xn+l = s', t(s, a, s') < u I Xn = s, a), 
where a = ~-(s), P(s, a, s'), F(s, a, s', t) and Q(s, a, s', t) are the elements of matrices P(~'), FOr , t) 
and Q(~',t). The t(s, a, s') is the random time the process controlled by the stationary policy ~" 
needs to go from state s to state s ~. In the formulation of the cost equations we shall frequently 
use renewal structure of the process {Y~', t ~ 0} expressed by the following relationship between 
the elements of the matrices P(~'), F0r, t ) and Q0r,t):  
Q(s, a, s', u) -- P(s, a, s')F(s, a, s', u). (7) 
Suppose at time t = 0 the state is s = so and the random time of the beginning of the next 
stage is tl. Let X1 be the state occupied at the beginning of stage one. In general, the expected 
disconted cost per stage under policy r, starting from state s and using continuous-time discount 
rate fl, g~(s, a), a = r(s) will consist of lump costs g~(.) incurred at the beginning of the sojourn 
in state s and continuously cost rate g,(.) charged during the sojourn in the state s, i.e: 
[ / ] g#(s,a)=E~gz(s,a, X1) T e-f3Ugr(s,a,Xl,u)dulso=s 
0 
t 
: ZP(s'a's')gi(s'a's')+ y~P(s,a,s')JJe-'Ugr(s,a,s',u) du dF(s,a,s',t). (8) 
s 'ES  a 'E$  0 0 
For class A models, gt(s,a,s')  and gr(s,a, st,u) do not depend on s'. Also, since for class A 
models the state is observed just after each transition (each jump of the process {Yt~,t > 0}), 
the cost rate g,(s, a, s', u) is constant during the sojourn in state s. Thus, with a little abuse of 
notation, we can just write the elements of the cost function as gt(s, a) and gr(s, a) and we can 
re-write (8) in the form: 
oo t 
gz(s, a )= gl(s,a) + ~ P(s ,a ,s ' )  f ~o e-~U gr(s, a) du dF(s,a, sl,t). (8a) 
s '6$  0 
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Similarly, the average cost per stage for the ACTU criterion will have this general form the series 
of models: 
[ / ] g(s,a) -- E, gz(s,a,X1) + gr(s,a, Xl ,u)  dt Is0 = s 
0 
c¢ t 
s'ES s*ES 0 0 
(9) 
For the similar reasons as in the case of TDC criterion, for the class A models we shall use (9a) 
instead of (9): 
]0co]0' g(s,a) = g,(s,a) + Z P(s,a,s ')  g,(s,a) du dF(s,a,s',dt). 
s~E$ 
(ga) 
The general form of the optimal cost equation for the TDC versions of the models is: 
{ /0 } Vf~(s)=min gg(s ,a )+ZP(s ,a ,s '  ) e-~'V~(s ') dF (s ,a ,s ' , t ) ;aeP i , .  s'E5 (10) 
For the ACTU criterion, the general form of the optimality equation suitable for the models 
presented in the following is: 
B'E$ 
(ii) 
where: 
h(s) is the element of bias vector h (vector of differential costs); 
r(s, a) is the mean holding time in state s under action a; 
7 is a scalar with the interpretation of the average cost per time unit. 
In the following, we shall present a sample of class A and class B models with explicit formu- 
lations of optimality equations: Since for the case of multi-input system with finite buffers, the 
derivation of closed form expressions for Q(~r, t) is quite technical (especially for class B models), 
we omit here the details which can be found in [16]. In [16], each model is described by a five- 
tuple ($, Pi, F, P, g~) for TDC problem and by the five-tuple ($, AP, v, g) for the ACTU problem, 
where $,/I, g(gz) and v are: the state space, the set of admissible decision rules, the vector of 
expected costs (discounted costs for TDC criterion) per stage and the vector of the mean holding 
times. Matrices P(~r) and F(~r,t) have the meaning described above. 
3.2 Class A Models 
Model  A1 
As a first model, we shall consider the model with preemptive-resume regime. This regime 
allows the smallest possible state space dimension, which is L + 1. The transitions in the system 
occur due to the arrivals and service completions. The shifting of the decision points to the 
transition epochs can result in some service interruptions. However, since the interrupted service 
will be resumed from the point where it was interrupted and due to the memoryless property of 
the service time distribution, this is enough to formulate the Bellman equations. To account for 
the service interruptions, the service interruption costs rl, l = 1, L may be required as a part of 
the model specification. 
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A1-TDC cr i ter ion 
The state space S in this case is the set of L + 1 - tuples: 
S : { ix, . . .  , i t , . . .  , iL ,k} 
where: il = 0, 1, . . .  Bi for I = 1, L and iz denotes the number of / - type customers present in 
the system at the beginning of the transition; k = 1,2, . . .  L and denotes the setup of the server 
at the beginning of the transition (before the decision is taken). We shall use the notations: 
s, {i, k)}, {i l , . .  • , i t , . . .  , iL, k} interchangeably to denote the state s E $. Let: 
1 ifiz > 0, (12) 
6(iz)= 0 i f i z=0,  
and 
for 1 = 1, . . .  ,L. 
If 
1 if it < Bt, (13) 
( ( i z )= 0 i f i l>Bt ,  
L 
E df(it)¢(ia) = L, 
I=1 
then the state {i,k} = { i l , . . . ,  i t , . . . ,  ic, k)} belongs to the class of non-boundary states $1, 
otherwise the state {i, k} belongs to the class of boundary states S0, where: Sx U So = S and 
$1N$o =0. 
The set of admissible actions Pi{t,k} for state {i, k} E S, consists of integers {a, a = 1 , . . . ,  L}, 
where a = k means that the server is set-up to serve a customer of type k (is serving a customer 
of type k). 
The stochastic structure of the process is determined once the transition rates v({i, k}, a) are 
known for all {i, k} and a E Pi{i,k}. 
The transition rate v({i, k}, a) in state {i, k} and under action a e Pl{l,k} is: 
L 
v({i, k}, a) = E At((i,) + 6(i ,)u,;  
1=1 
where: a E ~{l,k} and iz is the l-th component of the state vector. The probability distribution 
of the time to the next renewal in state {i, k} and under action a is given by: 
F({i ,  k}, a, {j, a}, t) -- 1 - e -v({i'~}'a)' (14) 
Let ej denote the unit vector in the j-th direction: 
ej =(0 , . . . ,1 , . . . ,0 ) ;  j= I ,L ,  (15) 
where 1 is on the j - th place and the dimension of ej is L. The jump probabilities P(s, a, s') - 
P({i, k}, a, {j, a}) have the following form: 
{ azC(iO/v({i, a) 
P({i, k}, a, {j, a}) = pt6(it)/v({i, k}, a) 
0 
i f s '=( ( i+e l ) - ,a ) ;  l= l , L ,  
i f s '=( ( i -e t )  +,a); l=a ,  
otherwise, 
(16) 
where 
(i + ek)-  = ( i l , . . .  ,min(ik -t- 1 ,Bk) , . . . i t . ) ;k  = 1,L, 
( i -  ek) + = (ix,.. .  ,max(ik - 1,0), . . .  ,it;). 
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To obtain the the formulae for the expected cost per transition ga(s, a) in state s = {i, k} 
under action a the following observation can be used: service interruption can occur at the 
beginning of the transition only if the transition is generated by the arrival process. Since in our 
L 
model the next transition epochs are generated by the superposition of L' = ~ ~(it) interarrival 
I=1 
exponential processes ~t(t), I = 1, L and the exponential service process ¢a(t), the probability of 
service interruption pr(i, k) in state {i, k) 6 $ is: 
p,(i, k) - v({i, k}, k) (17) 
In this model gl(s, a) has the form of switching costs and interruption costs and gr(s, a) repre- 
sents the waiting cost rate. The state-dependent discount rate in state (i, k) and under action a 
is: 
fld({i, k}, a) = 1/(fl + v({i, k), a)). (18) 
With this notation the Bellman equations for model A1 are: 
L L 
V~(i,k) =rain { [1/(fl+v({i,k},k))(ck(ik- 1) + + ~ cj/j +~jVz( ( i+e j ) - ,k )  
/=lZ#k j=l 
+ #k6(ik)Va((i-- ek)+,k))]; [U(i,k)] }; (i,k) e $, 
(19) 
where 
L 
U( i ,k )= rain [rk6(ik)pr(i,k)+skk,+l/(fl+v({i,k} k')(ck,(ik,--1)++ Z cjij a=k'(k'#k) 
j= l , j#k '  
L 
+EAjV~((i+ej)- ,k')  +#k,6(ik,)Vt3((i-- ek,)'k'))]; a = 1, L. (20) 
j= l  
The term in first square brackets in (19) corresponds to non-switching action and the second 
square brackets contain the cost-to-go corresponding to the decision to switch. 
A1-ACTU criter ion 
The state space $ and the matrix of jump probabilities P(~r) are same as for the A1-TDC 
version. To ensure that under any stationary policy the resulting embeded Markov chain {X~, n >__ 
1) is ergodic, we restrict he class of admissible policies to the set of work-conserving policies. 
This means that the set of admissible actions fll{i,k } for state {i, k) E $1, consists of integers 
{a,a = 1,... ,L), where a = k denotes the set-up of the server. For state {i,k) E $0 the set 
fll{i,k } consists of those integers a = l, l = 1, L for which 6(it) = 1. This constraint means that 
the server cannot remain idle if there are customers in the system. 
Since the mean holding time in state {i, k) under action a is: 
1 
r({i, k}, a) = L ; (21) 
E a C(iz) +  (i.)ua 
/=1 
it is now straightforward to obtain tile functional equation for A1-ACTU. 
L L 
h{ i ,k )=min{[1 /v ({ i ,k ) ,k ) (ck( ik -1 )  ++ E cj i j+E)~jh((i+ej)-,k) 
j= l , j#k  j= l  
+~k6(ik)h((i--ek)+, k)-7)]; [H(i,k)]}; {i ,k}E$, 
(22) 
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with 
L 
H( i ,k )= min [rk$(ik)pr(i,k)+skk,+l/v({i,k)},k')(ek,(ik,--1)++ E cjij 
a=k'(k'#k) j= l , j#k '  
L 
+ E~jh( ( i+e j ) - ,k ' )+  #~,6(iv)h((i-ek,)+,k')-7)]; {i,k} E$, a EPl(i,123) 
j= l  
Here the functions h(i, k) are elements of the bias vector h and 7 is the average cost per time 
unit. 
Model  A2 
This model represents another approach to making the control process Markovian. We let the 
state vector also account for the transition type (arrival or service completion) and the system 
is observed just after the transition has occurred. The state space $ in this case is the set of 
L + 2-tuples: 
$ : {it, . . .  ,ih... ,iL,k, kt} 
where: iz = 0, 1, ... Bz; for 1 = 1, L and il denotes the number of/-type customers present in the 
system at the beginning of the transition; 
k = 1, 2,... L and denotes the setup of the server at the beginning of the transition; 
1 if the transition is due to the arrival, 
kl = 2 if the transition is due to the service completion. 
With the transition type added to the state description, there is no ambiguity when interruption 
costs are incurred. The only possibility is when the decision maker chooses to switch to another 
queue when the transition is generated by the customer arrival. 
The transition rates v({i, k, kt}, a), kl = 1,2 do not depend on the type of the decision epoch 
(arrival, service completion) and are the same as for the A1 model, i.e.: 
L 
v({i, k, kl}, a) = v({i, k}, a) = E At¢(il) + 6(ia)pa. 
I=l 
Since ~, F and P of the five-tuple ($, Pi, F, P, g~) are the same as for the model A1-TDC and 
there is only a slight difference in the form of the vector g~ it is quite straightforward to formulate 
the Bellman's equations. 
A2-TDC criterion 
When kl = 1, i.e., the decision epoch was generated by the arrival, the corresponding Bellman 
equation is: 
L L 
V~(i, k, 1) = min { [1/(j3 + v({i, k, 1}, k))(ck(ik -- 1) + + ~ cjij + ~ V~((i + ej ) - ,  k, 1) 
j - - l , j#k  j--1 
+ #k8(ik)V#((i -- ok) +, k, 2))], [H(i, k, 1)] }; (i, k, l) E $ 
(24) 
where 
L 
H( i ,k ,1 )= min [rk6(ik)+Skk'+l/(B+v({i'k'l)} 'k'))(ck'(iv-1)++ E cjij 
a=k' (k '#k)  
j---1,jgk 
L 
+E~jV~((i+ej)-,k',l)+#k,~(ik,)V~((i-ek,)+,k',2)) ]; a = I,L. 
j= l  (25) 
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For the decision epoch generated by the departure, one obtains the Bellman equation of the 
following form: 
Vp(i,k,2) =min 
( MP + 414 k,2), k))(ct(G - I)+ + Cjij 
j=lj#k 
+~~j9((i+ej)-,r,I)+,.a(i.)v,((i,~,2)]}; 
j=l 
where 
[ %k' + I/(@ + u({i;k, 2)}, k’))(ckt(ikl - I)+ + 6 cjij 
j=l,jfk' 
a = l,L, (i,k,2) ES. 
(26) 
(27) 
AP-ACTU criterion 
The Bellman equations for the average cost per unit time for model A2 are also easily derived 
once they are known for the corresponding Al model: 
h(i,/c,l)=min [I/v({i,k,I),E)(ck(ik-I)‘+ & 
1 Cjij +kAjh((i+ej)-,k,1) 
j=l,j#k j=l W-9 
where 
+ PkS(ik)h((i - ek)-, k,2)-7)l,[H(i,k,l)l}; (i,b,h)ES, 
[ rkS(ik) + Skk’ + l/v({i, k, I}, k’)(Ckl(ik, - l)+ + & cjij 
j=l,j#k’ 
+~.\jh((i+ej)-,~‘,l))+~k~6(jk~)h((i-ek,)’,~’,2)-7)]; 
j=l 
(i, k, 1) E s, 0 E A(i,k,l). 
When the decision epoch is generated by the departure, the corresponding optimality equation 
has the form: 
h(i, k, 2) = min 
{ [I/u({i, h, 2},h)(Ck(ik - I)+ + 5 Cjij i- 2 Ajh((i + ej)-, k, 1) 
j=l,j#k j=l (2% 
+ Pkb(ij)h((i -ek)‘,k,2)-7)],[H(i,E,2)]}; {i,h2)) ES, 
where 
H(i,Ic,2) = azk~$gkl[~kk~ + l/v({i, k, 21, h’)(Ck, (ik# - I)+ + 2 Cjij 
j=l,j#k’ 
+~~jh((i+ej)-,L',l)+pr/s(ik~)h((i_ek/)+,~',2)-7)]; 
j=l 
{i, k, 2) E S, a E A(i,k,z). 
Other class A models (models with switchover times and/or costs) can be found in [16]. In 
this reference infinite buffer as well as the uniformiaed versions of Bellman equations for class A 
models are given. 
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3.3 Class B Models 
Class B models allow for lower dimension of the state space in comparison with class A models. 
The general feature of class B models is the additional dependence (beside the dependence on s 
and a = ~r(s)) on the transition time distribution function in state s E $ and under action a E/As 
on the next state to be visited. For class A models the transition times were independent of the 
state to which the system was heading. The general definition of the stage for class B models 
is the time elapsed between the two consecutive server activity completion epochs, however, we 
shall define the particular meaning of the stage for each specific model. 
When the decision points are shifted to the server activity completion epochs and the system 
is observed just after the n-th epoch, these form an obvious imbedding points for the multidi- 
mensionM Markov chain {X~, n > 0} describing the states visited by the successive jumps. As 
it was for the class A models, we shall consider any model of class B as fully specified once 
all the elements of the five-tuples: ($, P~, F, P, gz) for the total discounted cost criterion (TDC) 
and ($,Pt, P , r ,g )  for the average cost per time unit criterion (ACTU) are known under any 
stationary policy 7r. However, the full details concerning the specification of ($, A, F, P, gz) and 
($, PA, P, r, g) are too technical and can be found in [16]. 
Model  B1 
Model B1 is the basic model with the switchover costs with the decision epochs shifted to 
the departure pochs. The stage has the duration of service time (or the interarrival time if the 
system is empty after the departure). The state space $ for both versions of model B: B1-TDC 
and B1 - ACTU can be taken as the set of (L + 1)-tuples: 
$ :s={ i t , . . . , i t , . . .  ,iL, k); 
where: 
it = 0, 1,... Bz for l = 1, L and iz denotes the number of/-type customers present in the system 
at the beginning of the epoch; 
k = 1, 2,.. .  L and denotes the setup of the server at the beginning of the epoch (before the 
decision is taken). 
B1-TDC criterion 
The set of admissible actions As for state s E $, consists of integers (a, a = 1,... , L), where 
a - k means that the server is set-up to serve a customer of type k (is serving a customer of type 
k). 
The expected iscounted costs per stage will be calculated ifferently for the case when the 
stage is determined by the departure poch and for the case when the next decision epoch is 
generated by the arrival. 
To obtain the expected iscounted costs per stage in state s = (i, k) = ( i t , . . . ,  iz, . . . , / L ,  k), s 
E $ and under action a E Pt{i,k} for the case when ia > 0 the following observation can be useful. 
The expected holding cost of/-type customers, l = 1, L during the time when the server is serving 
the next customer consists of two parts, the expected iscounted holding costs of the customers 
present at the beginning of the stage E(w~(a)) and the expected iscounted waiting costs of the 
/-customers arrived during the stage E(w~(a)). Let Ewz(a)) be the expected total discounted 
waiting cost per stage of type 1 customers and: 
L L 
E(w(a)) -- E E(w,(a)) = E(E(w~(a))  + E(w~(a))). (30) 
1=1 I=1 
Since for each /-customer present at the beginning of the stage his waiting time during the 
stage is equal the service duration, then: 
oo 
-- --  / cz(il -- 6t(l,a))#ae -"°t --  / e -~u du dt = c,( iz- 61(l,a)) 1 (31) E(w~(a)) 
0 0 
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where: 
61(I, a) = f 1 if ! = a, 
0 otherwise. 
To derive the closed expression for E(w~(a)) we shall condition and uncondition on T, the service 
time duration and number of/-customers arriving during this random time T (let Mr denote this 
random number): 
E(w; (a) ) = E( E(w; (a)IT = t, M, = mr)). 
However, when the service time is equal t and there are mt /-type arrivals during time t, the 
arrival times hj,J = 1, . . . .  mr are uniformly distributed on the interval (0, t), so: 
"" ) 
(1 1) =ctmr ~+~e -~  
t du] 
LO 
(32) 
Unconditioning on mt and later on t gives, for the case of infinite buffers, the following formulae: 
I _~, 1 ~ mr()qQm'e-X" crAr(~+ t _ , t E(wr(al[t) = cr(; + -~e - "~1 ,m=0E mr!  " -  /3 -5"e ~ - ~) ;  (33) 
oo 
t - t t - t Pa 1 
E(w~(a))= f c ,~r (~ + ,--~e t~-  "~)pae ~'" dr= cr)~r(,-~o + ,2( ,+,0)  ' - ~-a  )" 
0 
and by summation over all queues one obtains: 
L 1 2 Pa 1 
E(w(a)) = ~(er(ir - 81(1, a))~---~-~a + cr~,(/:/p~ + ,2( ,  +/~a)2 ,2pa))" 
r=l  
(35) 
When a E/~{l,k} is chosen and the queue a = k' is empty then the next decision will be generated 
by the cumulative arrival process ~(t) = min{~l (t),..., ~r (t),..., ~L(t)}, where ~t (t) is the arrival 
process to the/-th queue. Since the stage ends with the first arrival the derivation of g#(s, a) in 
this case is similar as for model A1-TDC. 
Taking into account he two cases, the expected costs per stage will assume the following form 
for the system with infinite barfers: 
ga({il,... , i t , . . . ,  iL, k), a) = ga(s, a) 
L 
gp(s,a) = Ska52(k.a) + [ca(ia - 1) + + ~ cjij]l/(fl+ v({i,k)},a)); 
j= l , j#a  
io - 0, (36) 
1 [ca(io-1)-k ~ cjij] g~(s, a) =sko62(k, a) + 
i=zd#a 
L 
2 Pa 1 
1 
(37) 
where: 
0 i f k=a,  ,52(k, ~) = 
1 i fk~a,  
(z)+=max(O,z),  
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L 
v({i, k)}, a) = y~ At. (37a) 
/--1 
The expressions for expected costs per stage are quite simple when we are dealing with the infinite 
buffer system. 
Unfortunately, finite buffers distort the form of (33) and (34). Accounting for the finiteness of 
buffer B, one obtains instead of (33): 
~'(') (~  1 _8, 1~ (a , t ) "  _x, , 
= c, \ .  + re  - aJmt e 
rnl=O (38) 
(-~ ,~e*-' P'/'~ -~,'b~-~ )(at')',=0 J' = etA, + a _ = .  e ; 
where: 
bt(a) = Ba - it + 61(/,a); 
1 if l = a, 
61(1, a) = 0 otherwise. (38a) 
And finally the expected discounted waiting cost of the new arrivals to queue l for the finite 
buffer system is: 
E(wr(a)) = cta, -~+ t _ , f e_a, t E ~ l Jae_U. ,d  t 
o j=0 3- 
i=o 3. 0 
b,(.) (j + 2)! (j + 1)! (j + 1)! 
~=o J! + /~2(~ + az + /~2(a, + 
For the finite buffers (36)-(37) will have the following form: 
L 
gO(s'a)=sk"6Z(k'a)+[ea(ia-1)++ E ej i j l l / (g+v({i ,k)},a)) ;  i .=O (40) 
j=l,j#a 
L L b,(a) (al)  j ( j  @ 2)! 
g.(s,a) =st.62(k,a)+ [eo(i. - 1)+ E cj/j] + E ( e, at#. Z -7  (/~(at + p.),+a 
j= l  1----I j=O 
(j + 1)! (j + 1)! 
+/32(/3+at+,a) /+2 ~-/32(at+#~)j+ 2) ) ;  i ,>0 ,  (41) 
where: 
bt(a)  = Bt  - iz + 61( l ,a ) ;  
1 if 1-- a, 
61(i, a) = 0 otherwise, 
62(k ,a )={O i fk=a,  
1 i f k#a,  
L 
v({i, k)}, a) = E all(it); 
t= l  
1 if it < BI, 
((it) = 0 i f  it >_ Bz. 
(42) 
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We shall derive the one-stage jump probabilities P(s, a, s I) from state s to s I when action a is 
used first for the case of infinite buffers. It will be convenient to use the full description of the 
state s = (ix,... , it,... , it` , k}. With this explicit notation we determine the jump probabilities: 
P({ i l , . . . , i t , . . . , i L ,k} ,a ,{ j l , . . . , j t , . . . , j L ,a}) ;  aeP is ,  se$  
Let: 
With this notation: 
At = [Jr -- it 4" 61(l, a)]+; l = 1, L, 
P({ i t , . . .  , i t , . . .  , it,, k},  a, { j r ,  • . .  , j r , .  • • , j t ` ,  a})  - -  P ({ i l ,  •. • , i t , . . .  , i t` ,  k} ,  a ,  
{ i t  + At  - -  51(1,  a) , . . .  , it  + At  -- 61(1, a ) , . . .  , i t`  + At` -- 6t (L ,  a ) ,a}) ;  
(43) 
From (43) it follows that the jump probabilities will be determined once the joint probabilities 
Prob(At,  ... , At , . . .  , A£) of having At arrivals to queue I, l = 1, L are known. Suppose first that 
the server is busy until the next decision epoch. Since the arrivals to each queue are independent, 
by conditioning and unconditioning on the processing time t, one obtains: 
L 
Prob(Ai,... ,At,... ,at.) -- f H(  e-X't)Pae-U"dt 
dO /=1 I. 
t` 
=#a ( ) t` ) if At>_0, I= I ,L ;  
t= l  
ia>O.  
(44) 
When the action a is chosen and ia = 0 (i.e., the server will be not busy until the next arrival) 
then one can use the arguments identical to those used for class A models to derive the jump 
probabilities. Taking into account both cases, ia > 0 and ia = 0, the following gives the expression 
for the elements of the matrix P0r)  of jump probabilities: 
L 
P(s, a, s') = ,~j / ~_  ,~.~ ; 
j= l  
if s '={ i+e j ,a} ;  j= I , L  and i~'-0, 
if s '={ i l+A1, . . . , i z+At , . . . , i t `+At` ,a} ,As>_O, l= l ,L  and ia>0,  
P(s, a, s') = 0; otherwise. 
(45) 
To derive the proper form of matrix F, one can use the observation that the probability distri- 
bution function of the time the process {Yt'; t > 0} needs to go from state s to state s' in one 
step, i.e.,: 
Prob(t(s, a, s') < ulsn = s, sn+, = s') 
= Prob(t({it, . ,  it, .ir~, k}, a, {il + At, . ,  it + At,., it` + At`, a}) < U[Sn = {it,., it, .it`, k}, an+ 1 
= {it + At,. ,  it + At,., iL + At`, a}) = Prob(tA~ < u)Prob(tA~ < u)..Prob(tAt. < u); (46) 
where F(s,a,s~,u) = Prob(tA~ < u) is the probability distribution function of the sum of A~ 
exponentially distributed interarrival times to queue k, k = 1, L, and F(s, a, s', u) is an element of 
matrix FOr , t). The product form of (46) follows from the conditional independence of F(s, a, s', u) 
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given the states visited sn = s, 8n+l " - -  $ t at stage n and n + 1. It is known that F(s,a,s',u) = 
F, ak (u) is Erlang with parameters At, At; k = 1, L. 
The joint density function of t(s, a, s') is: 
dF(s, a, s',t) = f(s, a, s', u) = fta, (u)fta, (u)...  ftA, (u) 
(Alu) AI-1 /~ liXAi- 1 (ALu)AL -1 
e-Aiux t ' ) e-Alu 
= A1 ~1:  1~. ,~ -~'~2 =~)1 " ...AL (A L - -  1)} 
h l>O,  h2 >0, . . .  ,AL >0;  
e--ALu; 
(47) 
The Laplace transform of (47) has the form: 
f*(s,a, st) = E(e -#t(a'a'')) 
Oo 
f (ALu)aL -1 m~)~'-'e-~,"A ( 'uE~.e-~,-...A~ ~-~du e-,SU A1 j - (~:  ~ ' (A, _ 1)! - ( -~:~ 
o 
L X&z oo 
= i~l((A7 L 1),)Ju~l,_Le_<]~_x.+,,Ud u f i (  A~' , (__~=_!A__!=L)! 
- o l= l  ~ ' / "  t2 . .d : l  A I  - r  p),-,, 
(48) 
The Bellman equations for B1-TDC will assume the following form: 
v~(i,~) = ~n ([g~(s, k)+ ~ P(s, k,s')n(s, k, s')], 
s 'E$  
[ _n~i,~ k(gp(s, k') + Z P(s,k',s')f*(s,k',s'))] }; 
s~E$ 
a E ~(i,k), 
(49) 
where P(s, k, d) and f*(s, k, s') are given by (45) and (48) and g~(s, k) is given by (36) and (37). 
B1-ACTU criter ion 
The state space is the same as in B1-TDC. The set of admissible actions Pt{i,k} in state s = 
{i, k} e s is 
Pt{ l ,k}={a:a=l ;  l= l ,  L if i t>0) .  
Vector g can be determined in a similar way as its B1-TDC counterpart. We shall use the 
same'notation asfor B1-TDC version for the expected holding costs of the customers present at 
the beginning of the stage E(wb(a)) and the expected waiting costs of the/-customers arrived 
during the stage E(w[(a)). Let E(wl(a)) be the total expected waiting cost per stage of type l 
customers and, as it was for B1-TDC model: 
L L 
E(w(a)) - E E(w,(a)) "- E(E(w~(a))  + E(w[(a))). 
I=1  I=1 
But: 
where: 
L 
OO 
E(w~(a)) = Cl(h - 61(I, a))pae-U'*dt = cz(i l- 61(l, a)) +, (50) 
1 i f l=a  
~l(l,a) = (511 
0 otherwise. 
Using the similar approach as for B1-TDC we shall obtain the expression for E(wr(a)) by 
conditioning and then unconditioning on service time duration t and the number of new/-arrivals 
during time t: 
E(wT(a)) = E(E(w[(a)IT = t, M, = m~)). 
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From the properties of the Poisson process it follows that this conditional expectation is (since 
in this case the m arrivals during time t are independent and uniformly distributed on [0, t)): 
m! 
E(w~(a) lT -  t, Mt - mr) = EE( t -  t t j ) -  mt ( t -  ½t) -- ½mtt. 
j=l 
(52) 
Unconditioning on mt and later on t gives for the case of infinite buffers: 
co 
E(w[ (a)/t) = E -~ct,nt~eX- -- - ('~zt) m' -x , ,=  ½ct2tt2; (53) 
r'r{l ~0 
/ / 1 2c, , 
0 o 
(54) 
From (50) and (54) it follows that for the case of infinite buffers the expected waiting cost per 
stage equals: 
L L 
I=l I=1 
For finite buffers one obtains: 
h(a) b~(a) 
E(w[(a)f l)  -- E 1_ _ "(~lt)m'mt' -x,* __ 5ctAtt e E (Ait/Y ; j l '  _~cHul$____7_. e 1 2 -)qt 
rm=O " j=O 
(58) 
where: 
bt(a) - Bt - it + 61(l, a); 
61(l,a) = { 1 i f /=a ,  
0 otherwise. 
And, finally the expected waiting cost of the new arrivals to queue 1 is: 
/ hi(a) [)ltx j b l (a )~/  
0 j=O a" j=0  0 
~'(") ~+~ ,,))~(j (57) (A,)~ (j + 2)! , czA,u, b,(.) 
y=0 = ((~1 + 1)(j + 2). 
From (50) and (57) it follows, that the expected waiting cost per stage for the system with finite 
buffers is: 
bl(a) L 
1CI  )tl"a j~  0 ~ pa) )J (J E(w(a)) = E(cz( i t  - 6X(l, a)) + ~ (Az + p,)3 ((At + 1)(j + 2); 
I----1 '= 
(58) 
The average holding time r(s, a) in state s = {il, .., is, ...iL, k} under action a is: 
i L 
x /Ex ,  i f io=0,  
T(S, a) -" I=1 
1/i~a if ia > O. 
(59) 
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The matrix of one stage jump probabilities P is the same as for B1-TDC version. Now we are 
in the position to formulate the functional equations for B1-ACTU. The Bellman's equations for 
the case of infinite buffers are: 
1 Azh( i+ez ,k ) -7  ; if i a=O,  (60) h(0,. . . ,  0 , . . . ,  0, k} = h(i, k) _ E =I _ 
[ f i  h(il,...,it,...iL, k}=h(s ) :min{  ( ct(iz-~1(l'k))+ #~ ) +EP(s'k's ')h(s')  
1=1 s'E$ 
-T r (s ,k )  1,[skk, + g(s)] }; if ia > 0, (61) 
J 
where: 
H(s )= min [t.Z~ 1 ct ( i t -6  (l,k))+.-:y- +EP(s,k',s')h(s')-7-~--~k ' ; aeg i l . k}  (62) a=k'#k) #~, ]
= s JE$  
Other models of class B as well as technicalities omitted here can be found in [16]. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
Model A1-TDC has been programmed. The uniformization technique (see, for!instance Lipp- 
man [17]) has been used to convert he continuous time Markov process describing the evolution 
of the two-dimensional number-in-the system vector into controlled Markov chain. Since lump 
costs are present in the cost structure we have also adjusted the switchover costs while uniformiz- 
ing the model (see Serfozo [18]). Value iteration has been used to find the optimal feedback 
(stationary) policy as well as to evaluate some widely used heuristics. The queue labelling is in 
the decreasing order of cj#j, j = 1,2. Table 1 contains numerical results for the two queue system 
with the following parameters: 
the arrival rates: A1 -- 0.2, A2 = 0.1; the service rates: #1 = P2 = 0.6; 
holding costs rates are cl = 2, c2 = 1; switching costs: s12 = 1, s21 = 2; 
continuous time discount factor/~ = 0.1; input buffers: B1 = 3, B2 = 3. 
Preemption costs were not present in this instance of the model. This model can be applied 
to the situation when the preemption costs are negligible or are of the same order for each 
type of the customer. In the second case the preemption costs do not have any meaningful 
influence on the optimal policy, although they increase uniformly the cost-to-go functions V~(s, ~r). 
Column 1 of the table contains the state description. The state is described as a triple (/t, i2, k) 
where ij,j = 1,2 is the number of customers present in queue j and k - 1,2 denotes the 
server set-up. The optimal stationary policy is depicted in column 2. Columns 3 to 7 of table 
1 contain the numerical values of cost-to-go functions Vz(s, ~r*) for the optimal policy 7r* as 
well as numerical evaluation of cost-to-go functions Vz(s, rt),  Vz(s, r2), Vz(s, ~r3), V~(s, r4) of the 
following heuristics: 
7rt-give Queuel the absolute priority; 
r2-serve the most costly (with the highest value of cjij) queue; 
~r3-serve the longest queue; 
r4-give Queue 2 the absolute priority. 
It is interesting to note that the optimal policy ~r* is not a control-limit policy. It prescribes 
serving Queue 1 when it is not empty, with the only exception being for state (1 1 2) when it 
is better to serve Queue 2 even though there are customers present in Queue 1. With only this 
exception, the optimal policy is analogous to the absolute priority scheme of Cox and Smith 
[19], and to the index rule of Robinson [10] with the critical value M = 1. However, Cox and 
Smith [19] and Robinson [10] considered the time average cost criterion. At the time being, we 
have no numerical results concerning A1-ACTU version of the model. However, they should be 
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Table 1. The  compar ison of  the performance of the  opt imal  pol icy with some heuris- 
tics. 
State Opt ima l  
Policy H* 
1 2 
001 1 
002 2 
011 2 
012 2 
021 2 
022 2 
031 2 
032 2 
101 1 
102 1 
111 1 
112 2 
121 1 
122 1 
131 1 
132 1 
201 1 
202 1 
211 1 
212 1 
221 1 
222 1 
231 1 
232 1 
301 1 
302 1 
311 1 
312 1 
321 1 
322 1 
331 1 
332 1 
Cost - to - Go Funct ions 
3 4 5 6 7 
11.4414 11,5241 11.6146 11.6668 12.2487 
12.1914 12.2741 12.3646 12.4168 12.9987 
15.5209 15.6952 15.8408 15.8408 16.3718 
14.5209 14.6952 14.8408 14.8226 15.3718 
19.4031 19,5410 19.9123 19.9513 20.4272 
18.4031 18.5410 18.9123 18.9513 19.4272 
23,6235 23.7360 24.5387 24.6297 25.0204 
22.6235 22.7360 23.5387 23.6297 24.0204 
15.1616 15.2393 15.3482 15.4623 16.3527 
17.1616 17.2393 17.3482 17.4623 18.3527 
20.2837 20.4214 20.6936 21.1431 24.1906 
21.8682 22.4214 22.6936 22.4270 23.19D6 
25.1803 25.2901 26.3402 29.5140 30.0514 
27.1803 27.2901 28.3090 28.5140 29.0514 
29.6356 29.7277 35.2270 35.5197 35.8516 
31.6356 31.7277 34.2270 34.5197 34.8516 
21.3813 21.4520 21.5901 21.7795 22.9632 
23.3813 23.4520 23.5901 23.7795 24.9632 
27.3051 27.4151 27.8152 28.5309 32.4106 
29.3051 29.4151 29.8152 30.5309 31.4106 
32.9137 33.0023 34.3902 37.1593 39.3005 
34.9137 35.0023 36.3902 38.0694 38.3005 
37.5292 37.6053 42.1338 45.8367 45.7192 
39.5292 39.6053 44.1338 44.8367 44.7192 
27.8082 27.8729 28.0376 28.2853 29.5930 
29.8082 29.8729 30.0376 30.2853 31.5939 
34.2568 34.3488 34.8494 35.6852 39.0542 
36.2568 36.3488 36.8394 37.6852 38.0542 
40.3022 40.3770 41.9028 44.3763 45.9523 
42.3022 42.3770 43.9028 46.3763 44.9523 
45.0138 45.0792 48.9605 52.1343 52.3759 
47.0138 47.0792 50.9605 52.5968 51.3759 
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available in the near future. As it can be seen from the table for this particular model policy ~r 1 
(which can be seen as an index policy with index cjp I ) is the best of the evaluated heuristics, 
the second best is the policy which chooses the queue with the highest value of state-dependent 
index cj i j , j  = 1, 2 and the worse is policy 7r4--the inverted version of r l .  
We are conducting extensive computations and a comparative analysis of the class A and B 
models proposed in this paper in the hope of gaining some insight into the necessary technical 
conditions which will guarantee some structural properties of the optimal policies for the single 
server queueing systems with switchover. 
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